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ABOUT

How can you read the city where you live and work? Let's start from a blank page where we can all draw, write, read and share 

how we feel and dream that this city can be read and shared by all.  

Urban & Us, or U+U for short, will be a periodic journal and innovative communication network to develop a dialogue 

between the institute members, related professions, decision makers and the local community. Commencing with a focus on 

the city and community of Hong Kong, from this local perspective it will outreach to China, Asia and internationally. With the 

limitless reach an online resource can offer, the e-journal will offer learned critique to increase participation and engagement 

through understanding and ‘below-the-line' debate on issues large and small, from state-building to street furniture.The core 

value of this e-journal as an innovation communication media will be to develop a better understanding of our cities in their 

varied and multiple scales and aspects, written by and considered for the widest range of users and key actors possible. Urban 

& Us will be online and free, to launch on April, 2019. We will associate with not from the university to the profession to the 

public, but also our articles combine the scope and immediacy of serious everyday dialogues and communication with anyone 

who wants to participate in the precision and depth of debate. As such the expected outcome and purpose of the publication 

will be to raise awareness of the potential for updated design tools and methods, both within China and Hong Kong, and the 

broader Asian region.
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First Issues of U+U will be on 15th of May, 2019!
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Invitation to Submit Your Paper and Join Our Journal

Greetings from the editorial office! 

We are very interested in your study and would like to invite you to submit related papers to us.

You could send your manuscripts directly via e-mail: sunny@choi-comer.com  

(E-mail Subject Format: U+U_article title)  

For any inquiries, please do not hesitate to contact with us via this email. 

Submissions:

Submitted papers must be original and not under consideration by any other journal. Articles (preferably not exceeding 4000 

words, with an abstract in less than 200), conference reports, news and notices of forthcoming events intended for publication 

in U+U should be addressed to the Editor.

Second Issues will be in August, 2019 with a topic of ‘place Identity'

If you would like to know more details, please email to inq@hkiud.org

Kind regards,

Dr Hee Sun (Sunny) Choi 
Director of Choi-Comer Asia 

Lecturer in Landscape Architecture at HKDI,  

Editor of Journal of Urbanie and Urbanus
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